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He Shoots, he scores! Our ultimate 7 foot hockey game features
a super fast air-glide playing surface with arcade style “goal in
the rail’’ design that will satisfy any expert air hockey player.
This table is built to last with a durable finish on the rails and
super solid commercial style cabinet. Puck “fly-out” is reduced
by the deep well design and the playing surface features official
rink markings. The most important feature is the thick nylon

rink walls. These will not delaminate and will assure incredible
puck rebound for many years to come! The sleek side mounted
electronic scorer with fun sound effects, game timer, MP3
cradle and two speakers is sure to keep everyone in the game.
Includes one year limited warranty. Assembly required

jett 7 power-flo hockey
i

High Output Blower with Plenum Chamber
The quiet electric fan motor runs at a
blistering 2900 RPM and has an airflow
output of 110 Cubic Feet per Minute.
The Power-Flo system utilizes a “plenum
chamber” to pressurize the air from the
blower before introducing it into the undersurface cavity. This assures high-powered,
even air flow across the entire playing
surface for lightning fast hockey action.
Motor is UL and CSA approved.
Commercial Style Cabinet
The extra deep commercial cabinet looks
hefty and will endure serious use.
Rink walls are heavy nylon for durability
and lively puck rebound.

Goal-in-Rail
Goals are integrated into the rail so there
are no plastic parts exposed that can
break. The goal-in-rail design also allows
the playing surface to be within easy
reach for younger children.
Electronic Scoring
The side mounted electronic score unit
tracks goals with infrared sensors in the
goal traps for a high level of accuracy.
The score unit allows you to select from
several game options including 20, 15,
or 10 minute games, has sound effects
and verbally announces each goal. Hook
up an MP3 player to the two integrated
speakers for music while you play.

Sturdy Four Post Legs with
Leg Levelers
The table incorporates an extremely
solid four post leg system and 6’’ metal
leg levelers with rubber guards to
protect floors and allow for a level play
surface in any room.
Game Dimensions:
Weight: 179lbs.
Length 84” (213cm)
Width 48” (122cm)
Height 32” (81cm)
Included:
• 2 Traditional style 3 ¾” Pushers
• 4 Large 75mm Pucks (21gram)
• Assembly Instructions
• Warranty Registration

JETT GAMES is distributed by PlayIt Direct - www.playitdirect.ca

